Product market
fit is the key!

SCALING UP
ROPE
U
E
N
I

Focus on a core value proposition
An Elephant
Gazelle
Mouse
Tend to do the super
Swiss knife proposition
Run out of liquidity
Die quick

You are a little slow,
but everyone
sees you

Gazelles focus on:
people, strategy,
execution
and cash
What is more
important
profit or cash?

You

If you’re
a growing
company it’s cash

Flip it around

Bias gets in the way of success

How about you say you are
NOT gonna succeed and then try to prove it wrong.
Assumptions and Hypothesis

Experiment (discovery and validation)

Speed

Go slow, slow, QUICK, QUICK, QUICK !!!

Build your team
Celebrate more
the great successes

There are only two scenarios:
either your team will bring you
success or bring your
business down

No need to be a unicorn.
Just bring value, never loose focus.
Try to be sustainable company

Experimentation

Customer
experience
is the key!

Simplicity

Working from the
bottom up, is really hard
Sell why you sleep.
Get people excited!
Know your ‘WHY?’

Your brand should
resonate with your
CUSTOMERS

are the most
important part of
your business!

Circle of life

Opportunism

Ready to scale

is the ultimate
sophistication

Mindfulness

1. Market
2. Brand
3. Staff
4. Process
5. Cash

Focus is more
important than
your mother

The power of sharing
lessons learned through

is not the best
road to success

Failure

Learn how to be your
best self by getting
out of your own way!

now is better than
a great plan too late

Be transparent with
your employees.
Turn them into
your sidekicks.

Connect with
the key players in each
startup hub to expand
to these markets

Kindness
Observation

Bring value and
never lose FOCUS

Startups should
charge for PLC!

A good plan

VC or no?
Raise money or not?

What do you want?
A room in a castle
or a medium cosy house?

How to get your
first Angel?

Be present!

When you’ve taken the
money, the company
is no longer yours

People work with people.
Be where your customers,
employees, stakeholders are!

Does your family agree?
Do you have a coach?

Challenges startups are facing
are PEOPLE and POLITICS.
How to beat the immune
system of corporations?

Stay F***
Focused!

Never stop talking to your

customers

Pivoting?
Is it possible that you
didn’t do your homework?

Sometimes 2 crazy
ideas can create
your genius one

Love your
team with
a big

L

Never
give up!
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